Dilution of semi-solid creams: influence of various production parameters on rheological properties and skin penetration.
In order to customise treatment for patients, topical formulations are often diluted with drug-free cream bases to adjust the drug dose and thereby the formulations' activity to the patients' needs. However, the process of dilution influences properties of the formulations. Stability can be reduced as well as the microbial stability and most importantly, efficacy and skin penetration behaviour can be severely and unpredictably changed. The present study investigates the effects of production parameters on creams, namely incorporation of an API (active pharmaceutical ingredients) into an OW cream with prior mixing with propylene glycol or without and subsequent automated or manual dilution of the resulting creams with three different cream bases. Effects were measured by influence on microscopic appearance, measurement of chemical stability, skin penetration and rheological behaviour. suggest strong influence of the cream bases used for dilution of the formulations. Mixture of equal amounts of the employed OW and WO cream proved unfavourable due to inferior penetration behaviour and less appealing microscopic and macroscopic appearance. Prior mixing with PG was of negligible importance for the characteristics of the dilutions, however, the type of API and manner of dilution had an influence on the viscosity of the formulations.